10 July 2016
Morgan Owners’ Club Supersprint
Gardner Circuit, Sydney Motorsport Park
Saturday 13 AUGUST 2016
Dear Competitor,
You are invited to enter the Morgan Supersprint 2016 to be held on Saturday 13 August, on
the 3.93km Gardner Circuit, the original Eastern Creek circuit.

If you entered our event last year you might recall that we conducted a survey of
competitors as to their preference for Gardner (3.93km) versus Brabham (4.5km),
the two long circuits at SMSP. The result of a survey was 54% for Gardner and 46%
for Brabham. Therefore we will run our event on Gardner this year with a view to
alternating between the two long circuits.
Entry is via CAMS Event Entry https://www.meecamsau.com/
Entries will be accepted as per Supp Regs Item 11. So, please make sure you provide ALL
information to confirm your vehicle class.
You must provide lap times to enable your placement in the correct running group. If you
do not have a time for the Gardner Circuit, please provide lap times for other circuits (refer
Item 9). Please note, it may not be possible to change groups on the day.
Confirmation of entry will be via 2 emails. The first will be notification of acceptance of
your entry. The second will confirm your competition number, vehicle class and include any
last minute information competitors should have. The second email will be sent in the week
before the event.
It is compulsory for all CAMS driver licence holders to be a member of a CAMS affiliated
club; club membership card + CAMS licence is to be shown at scrutiny (refer Item 12).
As per previous Morgan Supersprints, the garages at SMSP are not available on the day.
We are looking forward to another great day at SMSP. Hope to see you there.
Regards,
Choy-Lin Williams
Event Secretary
Choy-Lin Williams phone (02) 4567 7247, e-mail choy-lin@mpsconsult.com

